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ABSTRACT. Cloud motion vectors were derived over three ocea.n.ic sectors around theIndian Peninsula
with seven INSAT-IB image pairs on 2 June 1985 between 0300 and 1030 GMT. The .patial and temporal
homogeneity of the CMV, obtained over this smallperiod is examined. Analysis of data over 20 squares in the
form of wind roses shows excellent directional coherence in 42% of squares. and a lack of it in only 13%. A
further examination of selected squares shows that where the wind directions agree well . the wind speeds and
beighu also lend to agree. Time series of CMV. at selected gri4 pointsthrow further light on whether a CMV is
representativeoftbe synoptic flowor not.

1. Introduction

An auto mated procedure for the extraction of Cloud
Motion Vectors (CMV) from two successive INSAT·
IB images was introduced at the Meteorological Data
Utilization Centre (MD UC), New Delhi on I Novern
ber 1984, Since then, CMVs are being deriv~ on an
operational basis at 0300 and 0600 G~T daJ1¥ over
three oceanic sectors around the Indian Peninsula,
viz. ,

Arabian Sea (AS) 24°· lOoN, 59°·73°E

Bay of Bengal (BB) 2IS·8°N, 80°·93S E

Indian Ocean (10) IO'N·3°S, 72°·85°E

The pattern·matching technique and related proced1I'a1
details have been discussed by Kelkar a?d Khama
(1986) who have found the INSAT. CM\ s to be in
general agreement with the uppe! wind flow P:1ttens
drawn on the basis of conventional observau o

A rigorous i nt~ r-comparis.on between CMVs d
radiosonde winds's not possible because of an st
total absence of 'ground' truth over the oceans. e
radiosonde winds may not themselves be regar~~s
entirely error-free, The question which then anseas

how.npresentative in terms of time and space is a cloud
mottonvector derived at a given place, timeand heights ?
In the r-resent exercise, which attempts to seek an ans
wer, CMV. were derived for the sectors AS, BB and 10
with the following seven pairs of INSAT·IB images of
2 June 1985; 0300/0330,0530/0600, 0800/0830, 0830/
0900, 0900/0930, 0930/1000 and 1000/1030 GMT, The
spatial and temporal homogeneity of the CMVs obtai.
ned over a small span of seven and a half hours has
been examined critically, '

It must be noted here that it is not the practice at
MDUC to subject the CMV field to any kind of smoo
thing. The automated procedure does not also have
any bias towards the selection of tracers in areas where
uniform characterist ics are present and the exclusion
of areas where chaotic cloud motions exist, as in methods
used elsewhere (Wylie and Hinton 1981 ). The present
paper is, therefore, not limited to considerat ions of
wind variability of the synpotic scale, but applies also
to that of the mesoscale. This approach to the problem
of time and space variability of winds is much simpler
and easier than conducting an experiment involving the
launch and tracking of several hundred balloons at
30-minutes intervals from closely located sites (Jasperson
1982).
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